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U.S. Tax Reform and the Impact on Bank Portfolios 

Over the past 20 years, community banks have steadily increased their ownership of 
municipal bonds.  Combined with insurance companies, they own approximately 30% 
of all outstanding municipal bond issues.  Over the past 10 years, tax-free municipal 
bonds have also been one of the highest performing fixed income security types, and 
currently account for 29% of all UMB bank client portfolio holdings.  However, now that 
Congress has passed the most significant tax reform in over three decades, will these 
trends continue?   

First, let’s take a look at the new tax rates for 2018.  C-Corporation bank tax rates were 
reduced from 34% to 21%.   S-Corporation bank tax rates were reduced from 39.6% to 
29.6%.  This means that a tax-free bond yielding 3.00% in your portfolio offered a 
taxable equivalent yield of 4.55% for C-Corps in 2017.  Now, that exact same tax-free 
bond yields a 3.80% taxable equivalent for a C-Corp.   

While reduced tax rates have made tax-exempt bonds less attractive, it does not mean 
that banks should avoid buying them.  Instead, we recommend portfolio managers 
compare taxable equivalent yields using their new tax rate, and determine their relative 
value versus other investment types.  Even at these reduced TEY’s, tax-free municipals 
still offer higher spreads in comparison to other security types, especially further out on 
the curve. 

Historically, municipal security yields have been seen as being insensitive to tax rates. 
The graph below shows the relationship, or lack thereof, between the highest marginal 
tax rate (red line), the yield on the 5-year Treasury (orange line), and the tax-free yield 
for a 5-year municipal (blue line).  The spread between the Treasury benchmark and 
muni benchmark (shown as the green line) is nearly unchanged regardless of tax rates. 
The only exception are the times immediately preceding a recession, in which a flight 
to safety is a primary concern for investors.  The largest increase in spread occurred 
during the last recession, and continued for a number of years thanks to the Fed’s 
quantitative easing programs, which drove prices up on treasuries, agencies and 
mortgage-backs relative to municipal security prices.  
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While each bank’s investment strategy may differ going forward, we thought it would 
be prudent to review the impact of tax reform on existing portfolios.  The table below 
includes 388 financial institutions that utilize UMB for their investment accounting 
needs. 

Investment  Portfolio  Size 
Peer Group 
Members Current Face 

Nominal 
Yield 

OLD 
TEY 

New 
TEY 

Old After 
Tax 

New After 
Tax 

C-Corp 0 - 25,000,000 111 1,350,432,370 2.104 2.512 2.314 1.658 1.828 

25,000,000-50,000,000 56 1,942,855,626 2.171 2.542 2.363 1.678 1.866 

50,000,000 - 100,000,000 39 2,648,656,082 2.212 2.588 2.406 1.708 1.900 

Over 100,000,000 31 7,651,561,763 2.171 2.415 2.297 1.594 1.814 

S-Corp 0 - 25,000,000 63 799,783,353 2.191 2.713 2.520 1.628 1.774 

25,000,000 - 50,000,000 43 1,547,191,431 2.260 2.846 2.629 1.707 1.851 

50,000,000 - 100,000,000 28 2,072,762,031 2.203 2.757 2.552 1.654 1.797 

Over 100,000,000 17 2,795,777,766 2.182 2.756 2.544 1.654 1.791 

Grand Total 388 20,809,020,419 2.184 2.578 2.410 1.644 1.827 
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At year end, the weighted average nominal yield of portfolios was 2.18%. Assuming a 
34% tax rate, the taxable equivalent yield (TEY) was 2.578%*, and the after tax yield 
was 1.64%*.  Under the new 21% tax rate plan for 2018, the TEY drops to 2.41%**; 
however, the after tax yield increases approximately 20 basis points to 1.83%**. 
Specifically relating to tax-free municipals, TEY’s dropped approximately 50 basis 
points from 3.68%* to 3.10%** under the new plan.  However, that 3.10%** TEY is still 
superior to all other security types with the exception of corporate bond issues. 

While the tax benefit has been reduced, tax-free municipals should continue to be 
beneficial, not only due to their ability to shelter taxes, but their generally high credit 
quality.  Bank qualified, tax-free municipals have historically defaulted far less 
frequently than corporate bonds.  Market values have also appeared to remain in 
check, as the tax cuts don’t appear to be large enough to totally undermine the case 
for municipals.  Keep in mind the bill also eliminated federal deductions of state and 
local taxes (SALT).  This could make owning tax-exempt bonds even more valuable, 
especially for high income individuals.  That, in combination with slowing new issuance, 
may be a compelling argument as to why municipals will continue to be top performers. 

Ryan Sanders Nicholas Luchtefeld, FRM 
Senior Vice President VP/ Manager Financial Services Group 
Ryan.Sanders@umb.com Nicholas.Luchtefeld@umb.com  

Sources:  Bloomberg and UMB Financial Services Group 

*TE Yield calculated assuming 34% tax bracket
**TE Yield calculated assuming 21% tax bracket


